Effect of surround configuration on increment thresholds of a tiny violet flash.
Increment thresholds were measured for a 5', 435-nm test flash (50 or 200 msec) on background fields of various wavelengths and spatial configurations. As the field diameter was increased, the detection threshold for the 50-msec test decreased rapidly and leveled off when the field diameter exceeded 20'. For short-to-middle wavelength fields (much less than or equal to 503 nm), the detection threshold for the 200-msec test varied with field diameter in a similar manner to those observed for the 50-msec tests, while for middle-to-long wavelength fields (much greater than or equal to 544 nm), the detection threshold continued to decrease even when the field diameter exceeded 20'. The temporal-integration properties and the threshold vs intensity curves were determined for 465-nm and 579-nm fields to specify the mechanisms responsible for the detection. It was shown that the detection thresholds of the test upon the large 579-nm field were characterized by the short-wavelength mechanism isolated by an intense yellow adapting field, whereas the detection thresholds of the test upon the small 579-nm or the 465-nm field showed an intrusion of a more sensitive alternate mechanism, presumably the middle-wavelength mechanism. It was suggested that the sensitivity of the S cone signals might be affected by spatially distributed signals from the longer-wavelength mechanisms.